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The last fortnight has been wet and squally. Now we have storm Aileen to look forward 

to. Once the tempest has subsided, we will find the wind won’t have had any impact on 

the forthcoming fungal bonanza, but the rain will.  

Most affected will be the pastoral species. Their mycelia are shallow, wrapped around 

the roots of the grasses on which they symbiotically depend. Thus it is one of the best 

years for field mushrooms for a decade and it seems to be a ‘parasol’ year too.  

   
It’s a good year for field mushrooms . . . 

Normally when I talk about ‘beginner’s mushrooms’ I am referring to species such as 

porcini or chicken of the woods. These are the perfect fungi with which to snare a 

nervous novice: easily identified, even for a beginner. When the last overcome their 

instinctive fears and nervously take a nibble, they are rewarded with a taste sensation. 

In this instance I am referring to those few Britons who have nostalgic childhood 

memories of gathering wild fungi with parents or grandparents. These almost always 

centre on field mushrooms. 



    

My own inauguration was with parasols which came up in force on our lawn the first 

summer after our move to Wales in 1994. The gastronomic revelation is also tied to the 

few months after the birth of my son, Jack Badger. For me parasols were a fungal 

eyewash that swept scales from my eyes to reveal a whole new natural realm.   

 
 The porcini are now here – but will it be a bumper year?  



But back to now: the real event of 2017 should be about to kick off. The big question is 

what sort of a season will it be? It has been a while since we had a bumper year – I 

think 2012 was the last really good harvest – and so it seems reasonable to hope for 

another.  

 
There’s a new flush of chanterelles emerging right now . . . 

 

   
At first almost impossible to spot – but once you’ve got your eye in . . . 

 

The deciding factor for the coming month or so is, of course, the arboreal growing 

season. Here I am slightly at a loss. I thought this summer was slightly warmer, sunnier 

and drier than average – but people who keep a closer eye on the weather say I’m 

wrong. That said, judging by how much mowing I have had had to do over the last four 

months, I would say the grass has been growing extremely well. Given that trees are 

just big plants, they ought also to have had a good year which in turn should be good 

for mushrooms whose growth is strongly linked to the movement of sugars and water up 

and down the tree’s capillary system.   



 
Nothing like a good penny bun in the hand 

 



 

Once again, while I would encourage anyone wanting to dip their toe in the fungal 

waters to come out with me, if you are looking for your own porcini patches, I would 

suggest you start by looking for fly agaric.  

 

 
See anything interesting? . . . 

 

And all this talk of mushrooms has whetted my own appetite. As I wait for the 

broadband engineer to bring me back to the 21st century, I will sate my fungal hunger 



with a little trip to the woods to begin the annual process of filling the store cupboards 

with dried porcini.  

Happy hunting!  

Daniel Butler 

www.fungiforays.co.uk  

01597 811168 / 0779 429 4221 

 

P.S. As always, let me know if you want to be removed from the list and I will do it 

forthwith.  

http://www.fungiforays.co.uk/

